
Act of 2 July 2019 containing a framework for the development of policy aimed at irreversible

and step by step reduction of Dutch greenhouse gas emissions in order to limit global

warming and climate change Climate Act

We Willem Alexander by the grace of God King of the Netherlands Prince of Orange Nassau etc

etc etc

Greetings to all who see or hear these presents Be it known

Whereas We have considered that it is desirable to set targets for the Netherlands’ reduction of its

greenhouse gas emissions and to create a statutory framework for developing policy for this purpose

in order to fulfil the Netherlands’ independent responsibility to limit the global temperature rise and

climate change and that it is desirable to flesh out the binding obligations that the Netherlands

entered into by signing the Paris Agreement concluded in Paris on 12 December 2015

We therefore having heard the Advisory Division of the Council of State and in consultation with the

States General have approved and decreed as We hereby approve and decree

Chapter 1 General provisions

Section 1

For the purposes of this Act the following definitions apply

share ofrenewable energy share of renewable energy calculated in accordance with articles 5 to

11 of the Renewable Energy Directive in the gross final consumption of energy

greenhouse gases gases listed in Annex I to the Monitoring Mechanism Regulation

renewable energy energy from renewable sources as referred to in article 2 a of the Renewable

Energy Directive

C02 neutral electricity production electricity production where no greenhouse gases are released

into the atmosphere or where biomass is used as fuel

Renewable Energy Directive Directive 2009 28 EC of the European Parliament and of the Council

of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and

subsequently repealing Directives 2001 77 EC and 2003 30 EC OJ 2009 L 140

Monitoring Mechanism Regulation Regulation EU no 525 2013 of the European Parliament and

of the Council of 21 May 2013 on a mechanism for monitoring and reporting greenhouse gas

emissions and for reporting other information at national and Union level relevant to climate

change and repealing Decision no 280 2004 EC OJ 2013 L 165

Our Minister Our Minister of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Section 2

1 This Act provides a framework for the development of policy aimed at the irreversible and step by

step reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the Netherlands to a level that will be 95 lower in

2050 than in 1990 in order to limit global warming and climate change

2 In order to meet this target by 2050 Our Ministers concerned are seeking to achieve a 49

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 and 100 C02 neutral electricity production by
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2050

3 For the purposes of this Act greenhouse gas emissions are the emissions within the Netherlands

of greenhouse gases as referred to in article 2 b of the Monitoring Mechanism Regulation

Chapter 2 Climate plan

Section 3

1 The climate plan must set out the main points of the climate policy to be pursued by Our Ministers

concerned for the next 10 years with a view to achieving the targets referred to in section 2

2 The climate plan must also contain

a the measures to be taken to achieve the targets referred to in section 2

b the expected share of renewable energy and the expected savings in primary energy

consumption
c the measures to be taken to boost the share of renewable energy and the savings in primary

energy consumption
d a review of the most recent scientific insights into mitigating climate change
e a review of developments concerning the technological options for limiting greenhouse gas

emissions and of the related efforts of Our Ministers to encourage innovation

f a review of global and European developments in the field of climate change mitigation in so

far as they are relevant to Dutch policy and

g a review of the impact of the government’s climate policy on the financial position of

households businesses and government authorities on employment including employee
education and training on economic development on the achievement of a fair and affordable

transition and on energy supply reliability

Section 4

1 The climate plan is to be adopted for the first time in 2019 and readopted at least once every five

years

2 Every two years after the adoption of the climate plan a report must be presented on the progress

made as regards implementation and action must be taken towards achieving the targets set out

in this Act if the report necessitates this

3 The first climate plan will cover the period from 2021 to 2030

Section 5

1 Our Minister must adopt the climate plan in accordance with the views of the cabinet and after it

has been submitted to both Houses of the States General

2 Part 3 4 of the General Administrative Law Act applies to the preparation of the climate plan

Anyone may present their views

3 The Advisory Division of the Council of State must be heard on the climate plan

4 Our Minister may amend the climate plan in accordance with the views of the cabinet and having
heard both Houses of the States General if in his opinion this is necessary to achieve the targets
referred to in section 2 Subsections 2 and 3 apply mutatis mutandis
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Chapters Accountability

Section 6

1 Once a year the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency must submit a climate and

energy outlook to Our Minister

2 The climate and energy outlook is a scientific report on the consequences of the climate policy

pursued in the previous calendar year

3 The climate and energy outlook must address at least the following subjects in relation to the

previous calendar year

a greenhouse gas emissions

b greenhouse gas emissions per sector and

c developments and measures that have affected greenhouse gas emissions

Section 7

1 Our Minister must send the climate and energy outlook to both Houses of the States General on

the fourth Thursday of October unless this date falls during a period in which the House of

Representatives of the States General is in recess or is a national holiday In such an event Our

Minister must send the climate and energy outlook after consultation with the presidents of both

Houses of the States General to both Houses of the States General by 1 November of the same

year

2 Our Minister must send the climate memorandum to both Houses of the States General at the

same time as the climate and energy outlook

3 The climate memorandum must contain

a an overview of the implementation of the climate policy set out in the climate plan
b a presentation for each ministry of the main aspects of the implementation of climate policy
c a presentation of climate policy’s impact on ministerial budgets
d the financial consequences for households businesses and government authorities of

significant developments in climate policy that depart from the climate plan
e the manner in which the climate and energy outlook will be taken into consideration in the next

review or in the evaluation of the progress of the climate plan and

f the report referred to in section 4 subsection 2 on the progress made in implementing the

climate plan if it has been implemented

4 The Advisory Division of the Council of State must be heard on the climate memorandum

Chapter 4 Participation

Section 8

1 Our Minister must consult with administrative authorities of provinces water authorities

municipalities and other relevant parties in order to implement this Act and achieve the targets
referred to in section 2

2 These consultations must in any event cover the progress made in implementing the current

climate plan and proposed measures for the climate plan being prepared

3 Our Minister must use the consultations to promote the conclusion of agreements with parties
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aimed at achieving the targets referred to in section 2

Chapters Final provisions

Section 9

This Act enters into force on a date to be determined by Royal Decree which may differ for the

different sections or points thereof

Section 10

This Act may be cited as the Climate Act

We order and command that this Act be published in the Bulletin of Acts and Decrees and that all

ministries authorities bodies and officials whom it may concern diligently implement it

The Hague 2 July 2019

Willem Alexander

E D Wiebes

Minister of Economic Affaire and Climate Policy

Published on the tenth of July 2019

F B J Grapperhaus
Minister of Justice and Security
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Legal Affairs Department

International Law DivisionEuropean Court of Human Rights

Att Mr

Section Registrar

Council of Europe

5 1 2e

Rijnstraat 8

2515 XP The Hague

The Netherlands

www government nl

Contact

5 1 2e

Via e transmission only 5 1 2eT

5 1 2e

End 2

Date 27 May 2021

Application No 39371 20

Duarte Agostinho and Others v The Netherlands and Others

Re

Dear Mr 5 i 2e

Further to your letter of 13 November 2020 concerning the above application
I have the honour to send you herewith the observations of the Government of

the Kingdom of the Netheriands on the admissibility and merits

Yours sincerely

5 1 2e

5 1 2e

5 1 2e
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Further observations

of the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

on the admissibility merits and claim for just

satisfaction

of Application no 39371 20

Duarte Agostinho and Others

V

The Netherlands and Others
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Introduction

By letter of 21 March 2022 the European Court of Human Rights the Court forwarded

to the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands the Government the applicants

observations in response to the Government s observations of 27 May 2021 together with

their claims for just satisfaction and invited the Government to submit any further

observations it wished to make

1

2 In these further observations the Government briefly sets out its position as also indicated

in its observations as submitted to the Court on 27 May 2021 Importantly the

Government wishes to state that it maintains its position as set out in its observations to

which it would refer the Court The Government will not restate all its previous arguments

nor discuss each and every argument brought by the applicants with which it disagrees

for the sake of brevity Accordingly if the Government does not respond or refer to certain

points made by the applicant this should not be taken to mean that it agrees with them

or acquiesces in them

3 The Government will however highlight a number of arguments posed by the applicants

where its interpretation differs from that of the applicants These are 1 the admissibility

of the complaint more specifically the issue of extraterritorial jurisdiction and the

exhaustion of domestic remedies as interlinked with the existence of effective remedies in

the Netherlands and 2 the merits of the complaint in particular the reasonable and

appropriate measures taken by the Netherlands as of 27 May 2021 with regard to climate

change also in light of the margin of appreciation it has in this respect

Admissibility

The Government maintains as was set out in its observations that the applicants

complaint is inadmissible because the applicants are not within the jurisdiction of the

Netherlands for the purposes of Article 1 of the European Convention for the Protection of

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms the Convention and because they have

failed to exhaust domestic remedies as required under Article 35 of the Convention

4

Jurisdiction

5 As the Government set out in detail in its observations the applicants fall outside its

jurisdiction for the purposes of Article 1 of the Convention as the applicants do not fall

under its territorial jurisdiction nor did the Government exercise extraterritorial

jurisdiction over them on an exceptional basis ^ This is so as was shown because the

^ Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraphs 93 108
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applicants cannot fall under any of the four accepted grounds for the exercise of

extraterritorial jurisdiction as exhaustively enumerated by the Court in M N and Others

V Belgium
^ JV\e applicants observations of 9 February 2022 do not alter this conclusion

In order not to belabour the point the Government will not reiterate the arguments it

already made in its observations and will limit itself to the following remarks

6 Firstly the applicants contention that they are within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands

because the Government had control over their rights and interests relies on an incorrect

reading of the Court s case law As the Government set out in its observations the correct

test is whether individuals the applicants themselves in other words were within the

Government s jurisdiction
^ As the Government argued in depth in its observations this

is clearly not the case because the Government has not exercised effective control over

the territory where the applicants reside has not exercised authority and control over the

applicants because its diplomatic or consular agents have not in any way been involved

with the applicants and because no circumstances of a procedural nature are present

which can establish a jurisdictional nexus between the Netherlands and the applicants

7 Secondly the Government sees reason to respond to the applicants invocation of Big

Brother Watch and Others v the United Kingdom
^
as the judgment by the Grand Chamber

had not yet been rendered when the Government submitted its observations As the

Government set out in its observations with respect to the Chamber judgment in this

case
® the respondent Government in that case had not contested that it had exercised

jurisdiction over the applicants
^ and this equally applies to the Grand Chamber

judgment
® This means as the Court has ruled previously in Bankovic and Others v

Belgium and Others that the case cannot be relied upon as guidance for the interpretation

of Article 1 of the Convention ^ The Government concludes therefore that the judgment

has no bearing on the issue of jurisdiction in the present case

8 Thirdly the Government would submit that the applicants reliance on case law of other

human rights courts and committees in relation to other human rights treaties is

misguided The Government would first of all point out that the Court s position which

under Article 19 of the Convention is tasked with ensurfing] the observance of the

2 M N and Others v Belgium dec [GC] no 3599 18 §§ 103 107 5 May 2020

^
Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraphs 92 97 and in particular paragraph 101

^ Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraphs 93 108

^
Big Brother Watch and Others v the United Kingdom [GC] nos 58170 13 62322 14 24960 15 25 May 2021

®

Big Brother Watch and Others v the United Kingdom nos 58170 13 62322 14 24960 15 § 271 13

September 2018
’ Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraph 104

®
Big Brother Watch and Others v the United Kingdom [GC] nos 58170 13 62322 14 24960 15 § 272 25

May 2021

5 Bankovic and Others v Belgium and Others dec [GC] no 52207 99 § 81 ECHR 2001 XII In further detail

see Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraph 104
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engagements undertaken by the High Contracting Parties in the Convention and the

Protocois thereto and which does so through judgments which are binding under Articie

46 paragraph 1 of the Convention is different from that of the treaty bodies set up under

United Nations UN human rights treaties As a court of iaw its pronouncements carry

more weight and authority and ought therefore to be based more strictiy on the

Convention s terms How UN treaty bodies have interpreted the jurisdictionai dauses in

their respective treaties such as inter alia the UN Chiidren s Rights Committee in Chiara

Sacchi and Others v Argentina and Others^^ is not therefore the appropriate standard

to be appiied by this Court The Government wouid point out that the Court has deveioped

a highiy refined case iaw with respect to the meaning of jurisdiction under the

Convention and that this case iaw provides the appropriate standard of interpretation

9 Insofar as the appiicants reiy on the Inter American Court of Human Rights interpretation

of the American Convention on Human Rights in its Advisory Opinion The environment

and human rights
^^ the same conciusion must appiy Even insofar as this opinion appiies

to dimate change the Government wouid point out that under the ruies of treaty

interpretation as codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and as adopted

by this Court ^2 the American Convention is not a reievant source of interpretation Articie

31 paragraph 3 sub c of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties stipuiates that

treaties may be interpreted in iight of reievant ruies of internationai iaw appiicabie in the

reiations between the parties As the Netheriands is not a party to the American

Convention on Human Rights this convention is deariy inappiicabie to the Netheriands

Even more so the convention s membership is restricted to the American region

meaning that no European State couid accede to that convention

10 Finaiiy the Government submits that the Court shouid not expand its conception of

jurisdiction beyond the existing categories in the Court s case iaw In conjunction with the

appiicants direct appiication to the Court without exhausting domestic remedies a finding

of jurisdiction wouid in effect aiiow every person in the worid to directiy petition the Court

with respect to the consequences of dimate change Such an outcome wouid render the

wording within their jurisdiction in Articie 1 of the Convention superfluous and devoid of

United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child Chiara Sacchi and Others v Argentina and Others

CRC C 88 D 104 2019 §§ 10 2 10 12 22 September 2021

“ Inter American Court of Human Rights Advisory Opinion The environment and human rights State

obligations in relation to the environment in the context of the protection and guarantee of the rights to life and

to personal integrity interpretation and scope of Articles 4 1 and 5 1 in relation to Articles 1 1 and 2 of the

American Convention on Human Rights OC 23 17 Inter American Court of Human Rights Series A no 23 15

November 2017

“ See e g Hassan v the United Kingdom [GC] no 29750 09 § 100 19 September 2014

American Convention on Human Rights Pact of San Jose Costa Rica adopted 22 November 1969 entered

into force 18 July 1978 1144 UNTS 123 art 74 1 Charter of the Organization of American States adopted 30

April 1948 entered into force 13 December 1951 1609 UNTS 119 art 4
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any purposeV
^ and would undercut the proper functioning of the Convention system It

must therefore be rejected

Domestic remedies

With respect to the existence of effective domestic remedies the Government wishes to

note the following

11

12 As a preliminary point the exhaustion of domestic remedies is vital for the functioning of

the principle of subsidiarity In the Convention system and for the establishment of the

facts As set out In paragraph 15 of the Government s observations the Government

cannot establish the facts with respect to the applicants because domestic courts have not

examined the facts of the application and because the applicants reside outside the

Government s jurisdiction and control

13 Furthermore the Government sees reason to respond to the applicants assertion that they

did not need to exhaust domestic remedies in each of the Respondent States because the

remedies are not effective The applicants moreover state that they would likely lack

standing before domestic courts and that they cannot be required to pursue the domestic

remedies in each of the Respondent States as this would pose a disproportionate obstacle

to the effective exercise of the right of individual application under Article 35 paragraph

1 of the Convention In brief on the basis of the foregoing the applicants conclude that

they are absolved from the exhaustion of the existing domestic remedies The Government

rejects these assertions

Firstly in paragraph 136 of the Government s observations the Government set out that

even though the applicants assert that it is impossible for them to exhaust the domestic

remedies it is as a matter of fact possible Dutch law provides for the opportunity for

non Dutch nationals to bring a case before the domestic courts Non Dutch nationals

moreover have the opportunity to apply for financial support

14

15 Secondly the Government disagrees with the position of the applicants that the domestic

remedies are in essence not effective This is most powerfully illustrated by the Urgenda

case as it was litigated in Dutch courts ^® The Government would like to respond to the

applicants representation of the Urgenda case as it appears to be incorrect on a number

of points

16 In its observations the Government argued that the domestic courts in the Netherlands

are competent to address the adequacy of a State s measures to reduce and control

Bankovic and Others v Belgium and Others dec [GC] no 52207 99 § 75 ECHR 2001 XII

15 Observations of the applicants of 9 February 2022 paragraph 201 sub g

Supreme Court Hoge Raad 20 December 2019 ECLI NL HR 2019 2007
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greenhouse gas emissions This evidently flows from the Urgenda case before the Dutch

Supreme Court as the applicants themselves also acknowledge in their observations

With regard to the Urgenda case the applicants argue that the Dutch Supreme Court has

adopted a deferential attitude in accordance with the principle of judicial restraint due to

the separation of powers As a result the applicants argue the courts only assessed

whether the efforts of the Government to prevent global warming fell short of the State s

minimum fair share in the measures to be taken against dangerous climate change

worldwide The applicants assert that in light of this determining an appropriate share

for the Netherlands based on fair share range is not a question that can be answered by

domestic courts and if this approach is also followed by other courts it will become

impossible through legal proceedings to limit global warming to 1 5°C ^^

The Government wishes to reiterate that in the Urgenda case the Dutch Supreme Court

explicitly found that the Netherlands is obliged under Articles 2 and 8 of the Convention

to do its part in order to prevent dangerous climate change even if the problem itself is

global in nature The Supreme Court considered that determining the share to be

contributed in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions GHG by the Netherlands was

in principle a matter for the government and parliament However the courts could assess

in full whether the measures taken by the State were adequate in view of what the State s

minimum fair share was in the measures to be taken against dangerous climate change

Based on at that time broadly supported views of States and international organisations

views that are also based on the insights derived from climate science the Supreme

Court determined the minimum fair share of the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

that the Netherlands must achieve in order to limit global warming

17

18 It follows from the Urgenda case that domestic courts in the Netherlands are competent

to rule that the State has an obligation under Articles 2 and 8 of the Convention to take

measures against climate change In doing so Dutch courts will base their findings

including with respect to the minimum fair share owed by the State on amongst others

widely accepted insights gained from climate science The questions as to what is

necessary to combat dangerous climate change and how climate mitigation measures

ought to be distributed among States are subject to constant evolution both in science

and the international community It thus follow from the Urgenda case that the court may

take the most recent and relevant view into account when assessing whether the State

in view of Articles 2 and 8 of the Convention is doing its fair share to counteract dangerous

climate change Therefore the government rejects the applicants contentions that it

Observations of the applicants of 9 February 2022 paragraphs 207 sub a and 208

IS
Supreme Court Hoge Raad 20 December 2019 ECLI NL HR 2019 2007 para 5 7 1

IS
Supreme Court Hoge Raad 20 December 2019 ECLI NL HR 2019 2007 para 6 3
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follows from the Urgenda judgment that national judicial proceedings in the Netherlands

would not lead to sufficient climate action

Merits

19 The Government maintains that the applicants Convention rights have not been violated

as it will set out below

20 The basis of the applicants complaint remains that the Government contributes to climate

change and thereby violates their rights by a permitting the release of emissions within

national territory and offehore areas over which they have jurisdiction b permitting the

export of fossil fuels extracted on their territory c permitting the import of goods the

production of which involves release of emissions into the atmosphere and d permitting

entities within their jurisdiction to contribute to the release of emissions overseas e g

through their extraction of fossil fuels overseas or by financing such extraction

21 In line with their application of 3 September 2020 the applicants reiterate in their

response of 9 February 2022 that global warming must be restricted to 1 5°C In

paragraphs 735 739 the applicants argue that the Netherlands 2030 emission reduction

target set out in the Dutch Climate Act Klimaatwet is not in line with the 1 5®C LTTG

On the basis of the Climate Action Tracker CAT methodology the applicants contend in

paragraphs 740 747 that there is no basis upon which it can be asserted that the

Netherlands climate mitigation efforts as a whole reflect a level of ambition that is

consistent with restricting global warming to 1 5°C In paragraphs 740 741 and 748 749

of their observations the applicants argue that on the basis of the CAT methodology the

Netherlands can be expected to aim for a higher reduction percentage for 2030 in order

to achieve a level of ambition consistent with the LTTG of 1 5®C In paragraphs 752 759

the applicants also argue referring to the Climate and Energy Outlook KEV 2021 issued

by the PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency PBL and the advisory

opinion of the Advisory Division of the Council of State {Afdeling Advisering van de Raad

van State on the Climate Memorandum 2021 that current climate policy and measures

are insufficient to achieve the emission reduction target of 49 by 2030 compared to

1990 levels set out in the Climate Act

22 The Government rejects these assertions and sees reason to respond to a number of

arguments brought by the applicants The argument is structured as follows First the

Government will set out that the extraterritorial GHG falls outside the scope of application

of the Convention I Second the applicants assertions with respect to the margin of

appreciation are addressed and refuted showing that the Government must be accorded

a wide margin of appreciation II Third the Government explains why the CAT

methodology cannot be taken as a basis for making a substantive assessment of States
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mitigation measures and specific associated reduction targets III Fourth and finally

since the submission of its observations on 27 May 2021 the Government has taken

additional measures developed additional policies and set new reduction goals which it

will briefly outline further showing that it has taken and continues to take reasonable

and appropriate measures against climate change and its harmful effects IV

I The applicants claims with respect to extraterritorial emissions

23 Insofar as the applicants complain that the Government has taken insufficient action with

respect to b permitting the export of fossil fuels extracted on its territory c permitting

the import of goods the production of which involves release of emissions into the

atmosphere and d permitting entities within its jurisdiction to contribute to the release

of emissions overseas e g through their extraction of fossil fuels overseas or by financing

such extraction the Government would note the following

24 Firstly the applicants have rescinded their complaint under d with respect to the

Netherlands 20 The Government will therefore leave this point aside

25 Secondly the Government would reiterate that the material obligations under the

Convention cannot extend beyond States jurisdiction which is primarily territorial

Extraterritorial emissions which moreover cannot be attributed to the Netherlands fall

outside the material and geographic scope of application of the Convention and cannot

therefore give rise to the responsibility of the Netherlands This conclusion is strengthened

by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change UNFCCC and the Paris

Agreement which as the applicants acknowledge
22

only relate to emissions within

national boundaries 22

26 Thirdly any other conclusion would turn the concept of jurisdiction on its head The

criterion to determine whether a State is potentially responsible for extraterritorial

violations of the Convention is whether it exercised jurisdiction which is a factual

question whether it exercised control over individuals A finding of responsibility for

extraterritorial emissions which cannot be attributed to the State would boil down to

requiring the State to exercise control and jurisdiction extraterritorially over emissions

abroad where previously it did not Such a finding would be contrary to the Court s

established case law contrary to any coherent interpretation of the term jurisdiction

and it would moreover not be feasible

2° Observations of the applicants of 9 February 2022 paragraph 655
2^
Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraphs 146 150

22 Observations of the applicants of 9 February 2022 paragraph 610

23 Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraph 149
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II Margin of appreciation

27 As the Government also put forward in paragraphs 197 199 of its observations a wide

margin of appreciation must be accorded to States in environmental matters including in

the context of climate change Due to the technical and complex nature of climate change

national authorities are better placed to decide how to strike the balance between

individual and broader societal interests and to decide through policy decisions what

measures are appropriate to combat climate change This view follows from the Court s

established case law in environmental matters

28 The Government would further point out that contrary to the applicants arguments in

this respect
24 the wide margin of appreciation afforded by the Court in environmental

matters also extends to cases relating to Article 2 of the Convention In assessing the

reasonable and appropriate measures to be taken to protect the right to life against

environmental degradation the Court found States to operate under a wide margin of

appreciation in a number of cases This equally applies in the present case The

applicants have not shown any other conclusion should or can be drawn

29 In light of its wide margin of appreciation in this field the Government submits that the

Court would overstep its subsidiary role in this area if it were to formulate what States

must do to combat climate change

III Use of the Climate Action Tracker CAT fair share assessment

methodology

30 The applicants are of the view that the Court should base its assessment of States

mitigation measures on the CAT methodology
2® The Government would observe that if

the Court intends to make a substantive assessment of States mitigation measures and

specific associated reduction targets which in the Government s opinion cannot be

considered consistent with the Court s case law on environmental issues and States

margin of appreciation the CAT methodology cannot be used as a basis for doing so for

the reasons mentioned in paragraphs 175 179 of the Government s observations

31 Translating the collective temperature goal in the Paris Agreement into a fair share for a

State or region requires a normative assessment that takes account of principles such as

equity common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities in the light

of different national circumstances There is no international agreement on what

Observations of the applicants of 9 February 2022 paragraph 221 sub a

Budayeva and Others v Russia nos 15339 02 and 4 others §§ 134 135 ECHR 2008 extracts Vilnes and

Others v Norway nos 52806 09 and 22703 10 § 220 5 December Brincatand Others v Malta nos 60908 11

and 4 others § 101 24 July 2014

Annexe I to the applicants response especially paragraph 3 pp 36 51
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constitutes a fair share Such a determination involves by definition a value judgment

In this regard the applicants too recognise in the report Annexe I and the description

of the CAT methodology that there is no globally agreed approach of burden sharing

and assessing what is fair depends on the viewpoint and interests of governments

•21

IV Developments in climate policy since the submission of the

observations in May 2021

32 The Government endorses the need to counter climate change by taking emission

reduction measures just as it does the need to prevent the negative impacts of climate

change or limit them by means of adaptation measures The observations of the

Government paragraphs 23 86 provide a comprehensive description of the measures

the Netherlands has taken and will take to counter climate change Moreover since the

submission of the observations in May 2021 the Netherlands has taken more far reaching

steps at international European and national level to combat climate change and its

impacts

33 For example the new fourth Rutte government which took office on 10 January 2022

has further strengthened the ambitions to combat climate change The reduction targets

for 2030 and 2050 set out in the Dutch Climate Act which the applicants discuss in

paragraph 734 et seq are being tightened as a result of these heightened ambitions The

95 greenhouse gas emission reduction target for 2050 compared to 1990 levels is being

upgraded to climate neutrality The reduction target for 2030 is being raised from 49

to at least 55 compared to 1990 levels The new government s policy in the period

moving towards 2030 will be focused on an even more ambitious target namely an

emission reduction of around 60 by 2030 compared to 1990 levels ^®

34 To achieve the more stringent reduction target for 2030 the new government s coalition

agreement announced a substantial package of extra climate measures This package

supplements the measures already introduced and announced including the extra

emission reduction measures that the former government announced in late 2021 in the

light of the Climate and Energy Outlook 2021 issued by PBL ^i to which the applicants

refer in paragraphs 754 756 The Climate and Energy Outlook is a scientific report on the

progress of climate policy and is drawn up annually as part of the monitoring and

adjustment mechanism set out in the Dutch Climate Act The Climate and Energy Outlook

2021 prompted a policy adjustment In the Government s opinion this clearly shows that

Annexe I to the applicants response pp 2 23

Footnote 124 on p 36 of Annexe I to the applicants response and Fair share I Climate Action Tracker

Coalition agreement of the fourth Rutte government Looking out for each other looking ahead to the future

15 December 2021 Coalition agreement Looking out for each other looking ahead to the future I Publication I

Government nl

Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives 2021 2022 32813 no 974 p 3

The PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency is an independent scientific body
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the monitoring and adjustment mechanism is working and is an effective mechanism for

making policy adjustments in order to remain on track to achieve the statutory climate

targets for 2030 and 2050

35 At international and European level there have also been major developments since May

2021 On 13 November 2021 the Glasgow Climate Pact was agreed to which the

Netherlands and the EU are party On 29 July 2021 the European Climate Law entered

into force and on 14 July 2021 the European Commission presented an ambitious

package of legislative proposals Fit for 55 package in order to achieve the emission

reduction target of 55 by 2030 compared to 1990 levels laid down in the European

Climate Law ^^ If the Fit for 55 package is introduced as proposed by the European

Commission it will signal a significant acceleration of EU climate policy Like all other

member states the Netherlands will need to adopt policies and legislation to comply with

the new and more stringent obligations arising from EU legislation as a result of the Fit

for 55 package

36 These developments underline the Government s observations paragraphs 180 196

showing that the Government is taking reasonable and appropriate measures to combat

climate change and that appropriate and effective procedural mechanisms have been put

in place to monitor greenhouse gas reduction policies and to evaluate and report on their

effectiveness The Government relies on these mechanisms to adjust its policies in order

to achieve its ambitions to combat climate change in line with its domestic and

international obligations In view of the grounds presented by the applicants in their

further response as set out in paragraph 21 the Government sees reason to further

explain the developments referred to in paragraphs 33 and 34

Fourth Rutte government More stringent national reduction targets and a substantial

package of extra measures

Now that the fourth Rutte government has taken office the Netherlands has tightened the

national climate targets for 2030 a 55 emission reduction compared to 1990 levels

and 2050 climate neutrality A legislative amendment to enshrine the more stringent

climate targets in the Climate Act is currently being prepared
^ and is expected to enter

into force in the second half of 2022 As mentioned in paragraph 33 the new government s

37

Regulation EU 2021 1119 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 June 2021 establishing the

framework for achieving climate neutrality and amending Regulations EC No 401 2009 and EU 2018 1999

European Climate Law

See Delivering the European Green Deal feuropa euT

See Overheid nl I Consultatie \A etswi1ziQinQ Klimaatwet nnternetconsultatie nl public consultation procedure
on amendment of the Climate Act
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policy is even focussed on a more ambitious target an emission reduction target of around

60 by 2030 compared to 1990 levels

38 The Government would observe that the goal to reduce national emissions of greenhouse

gases by at least 55 and 60 if possible by 2030 relative to 1990 levels is significantly

higher than the global reduction in greenhouse gas emissions necessary for the 1 5°C

pathway according to the International Panel on Climate Change TPCC

39 According to the IPCC s latest report published by Working Group III mitigation that

pathway requires a reduction of roughly 43 in global emissions of all greenhouse gases

by 2030 compared to 2019 This is equivalent to a 37 reduction relative to 2010 and a

reduction of roughly 18 relative to 1990 see conversion table 1 ^^

Conversion table 1 Average global emission reduction percentage
by 2030 in IPCC 1 5°C pathways^^

compared to reference year 1990 2010 2019

SR1 5 2018

CO2 25 45 NA

GHG 26 43 NA

WGIII 2022

CO2 20 42 48

GHG 18 37 43

40 The same applies to the national and European targets to achieve net zero greenhouse

gas emissions by 2050 According to the IPCC global CO2 emissions must reach net zero

by around 2050 for the 1 5®C pathway but cumulative emissions of all greenhouse gases

would have to be 84 lower by 2050 relative to 2019 This corresponds to a reduction of

roughly 76 relative to 1990 ^^ In other words the EU s and the Netherlands goal to

The IPCC report by Working Group III mitigation published on 4 April 2022 updates the scientific insights in

the 2018 IPCC Special Report on global warming of 1 5®C SRI 5 on what levels of emissions reduction are

required by 2030 and 2050 if global warming is to be limited to 1 5®C The WGIII report not only provides figures
for carbon dioxide CO2 but also for cumulative greenhouse gas emissions The SRI 5 report calls for a 45

reduction in global CO2 emissions by 2030 compared to 2010 which corresponds with a 25 reduction relative

to 1990 see conversion table 1 In the WGIII report pathways that limit warming to 1 5®C with no or limited

overshoot require on average a 43 reduction in global greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 compared to 2019

with a range of uncertainty from 34 60 for scenarios in the 5 95th percentiles As the IPCC itself states this

corresponds with a 37 reduction relative to 2010 which can be converted into a roughly 18 reduction relative

to 1990 For CO2 alone the WGIII report gives a 48 reduction by 2030 compared to 2019 levels This is

equivalent to a 42 reduction relative to 2010 and a 20 reduction relative to 1990 In absolute terms the

2030 GHG emissions levels are somewhat greater in the WGIII report than in the SRI 5 report 31 versus 28Gton

C02eq
Note Figures in bold have been taken directly from the IPCC report figures in italics are calculations based

on IPCC data Source IPCC AR6 SRI 5 Figure 2 4 and AR6 WGIII SPM Figure SPM l own conversions

IPCC 2022 Summary for Policymakers figure SPM l p SPM 6 In Climate Change 2022 Mitigation of

Ciimate Change Contribution of Working Group III to the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change [P R Shukla J Skea R Slade A Al Khourdajie R van Diemen D McCollum M

Pathak S Some P Vyas R Fradera M Belkacemi A Hasija G Lisboa S Luz 2 Malley eds ] Cambridge

University Press Cambridge UK and New York NY USA doi 10 1017 9781009157926 001
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achieve net zero emissions of all greenhouse gases by 2050 far exceeds what the IPCC

considers necessary on average at global level The Dutch and EL climate goals for 2030

and 2050 are therefore in the opinion of the Government in line with the commitment

as set out in the UNFCCC article 3 paragraph 1 and the Paris Agreement article 4

paragraph 4 that developed countries which includes the Netherlands and EU member

states should take the lead in combating climate change

In order to achieve the more stringent reduction target for 2030 the coalition agreement

announced a substantial package of additional climate measures aimed at reducing

greenhouse gas emissions increasing the share of renewable energy reducing energy

consumption and increasing energy efficiency
^® These measures will be set out in more

detail in an addendum to the Climate Plan They will be prepared and decided on in

accordance with a careful procedure laid down in the Climate Act Public involvement as

well an advisory opinion from the Advisory Division of the Council of State and the

involvement of parliament are therefore enshrined in law ®^

41

42 To finance the extra measures that have been announced a budget fund for the climate

and energy transition will be established by Act of Parliament This fund will provide EUR

35 billion for these extra mitigation measures in the period until 2032 This sum will come

on top of the annual budget of around EUR 5 to EUR 5 5 billion in the 2022 2026 period

that has already been reserved for measures announced earlier

43 The Government is of the opinion that by focusing policy on a 60 reduction by 2030 the

Netherlands climate financing in developing countries and its climate diplomacy efforts to

persuade third countries to raise their mitigation ambitions Dutch climate policy is in line

with the efforts that can be expected of the Netherlands in pursuit of the temperature

targets set out in the Paris Agreement including the aim of limiting global warming to

1 5°C

The importance of a monitoring and adjustment mechanism

In its observations paragraphs 190 196 the Government emphasised the importance of

procedural safeguards at national European and international level in order to achieve

long term goals In order for climate policy to be effective it must be periodically

monitored and evaluated and adjusted where necessary as no prior guarantee can be

given that planned measures will have the envisaged result The Paris Agreement and

European and domestic legislation incorporate mechanisms to safeguard the cycle of

1 periodically adopting climate plans 2 monitoring and reporting on the expected and

44

Coalition agreement Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives 2021 2022 35788 no 77 p 46 47

Section 5 subsection 4 of the Climate Act and Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraphs 78 79

Climate Memorandum 2021 Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives 2021 2022 32813 no 901

Annexe 3
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actual results of climate plans and 3 adjusting climate plans where necessary

Independent institutions such as the European Environment Agency EEA and PBL are

accorded a leading role in these mechanisms They periodically perform scientific analyses

to ascertain the results of climate policy and make forecasts concerning the degree to

which the envisaged policy is sufficient to achieve international European and national

climate targets for 2030 and 2050 The results of these analyses are published If the

analyses show that existing plans are not adequate to achieve the applicable targets this

may lead to climate policy efforts being stepped up

45 In paragraphs 754 756 the applicants quote from the Climate and Energy Outlook 2021

and the analysis of the Climate Memorandum 2021 by the Advisory Division of the Council

of State PBL s annual Climate and Energy Outlook and the annual analysis by the

Advisory Division of the Council of State form part of the planning monitoring and

adjustment mechanism laid down in the Climate Act This mechanism ensures that

national climate policy is subject to annual monitoring and evaluation that accountability

is provided for results and that the need for adjustments is assessed if the Climate and

Energy Outlook shows that the proposed policies and measures are inadequate to achieve

the climate targets it is up to the Government to decide whether additional measures are

required The Minister for Climate and Energy Policy sets this out in the Climate

Memorandum which is submitted to parliament at the same time as the Climate and

Energy Outlook and the Council of State s analysis

46 As the applicants state the Climate and Energy Outlook 2021 makes clear that by 2030

emissions are expected to have decreased by 38 to 48 compared to 1990 levels based

on specific adopted and planned policy These forecasts showed that the Netherlands is

not yet on track to achieve the emission reduction target for 2030 set out in the Climate

Act The forecasts in the Climate and Energy Outlook 2021 prompted the then

government despite its caretaker status to take immediate action and announce an

extensive package of additional climate measures entailing an extra investment of EUR

6 8 billion in the climate transition

The Government submitted the Climate and Energy Outlook 2021 and the Council of State s analysis together
with the Climate Memorandum to parliament on 28 October 2021 Parliamentary Papers House of

Representatives 2021 2022 32813 no 901

The Climate and Energy Outlook 2021 is a scientific report on climate policy s progress towards achieving the

climate targets In its analysis the Advisory Division of the Council of State examines the administrative legal
financial and economic considerations made by the government
See also Government observations of 27 May 2021 paragraphs 78 83

The package of measures includes expansion of grants for technologies for improving the sustainability of the

built environment mobility greenhouse horticulture and industry measures aimed at energy conservation and

accelerated efforts to make saleable rental and social real estate more energy efficient national insulation

programme investment in grants for infrastructure projects relating to hydrogen and heat and extra funds for

promoting zero emission cars and vans for SMEs see Climate Memorandum 2021 Parliamentary Papers House

of Representatives 2021 2022 32813 no 901 pp 5 and 6
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In the Netherlands opinion this shows that the planning monitoring and adjustment

mechanism enshrined in the Climate Act is working and is an effective mechanism for

periodically assessing and where necessary adjusting Dutch climate policy in order to

remain on track to achieve the climate targets laid down in the Act

47

Just satisfaction

48 As follows from the above the Government maintains its position that the current

application is not admissible Should the Court nevertheless determine that the complaint

is admissible the Government Is of the view that the applicants rights under the

Convention are not violated and it would therefore be inappropriate to award just

satisfaction in the form of a declaration

The Hague 17 May 2022

5 1 2e

5 1 2e

5 1 2e
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Introduction

1 On 7 September 2020 Ms Claudia Duarte Agostinho Mr Martim Duarte Agostinho Ms

Mariana Duarte Agosthino Ms Catarina Dos Santos Mota Ms Sofia Isabel Dos Santos

Oliveira and Mr Andre Dos Santos Oliveira the applicants all Portuguese nationals

residing in Portugal submitted an application to the European Court of Human Rights

the Court under Article 34 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms the Convention

2 The applicants allege that they are currently exposed to the adverse effects of climate

change and that such exposure will increase in the future in contravention with their

Convention rights under Articles 2 and 8 both separately and in conjunction with Article

14 They allege that the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands the

Government 1
by permitting release of emissions export of fossil fuels import of goods

and the overseas release of emissions by entities within their jurisdiction violates their

rights

3 By letter of 13 November 2020 the Court notified the Government of the submission of

the application and requested it to submit its observations on the application s

admissibility and merits The Court asked the Government to address the following

questions

1 Les requerants relevant Hs de la juridiction des Etats defendeurs au sens de I artlcle

1 de la Convention tel qu interprete par la Cour compte tenu entre autres des

engagements pris du fait de la ratification ou de la signature de I Accord de Paris de

2015 de reduire les emissions polluantes afin de contenir le rechauffement ciimatique

nettement en dessous de 2^Cpar rapport aux niveaux preindustrieis et de poursuivre

I action menee pour iimiter I elevation de temperature a 1 5°C

Plus precisement les faits denonces sont ils de nature a engager la responsabilite

des Etats defendeurs prIs individuellement ou collectivement en raison de leurs

polltiques et reglementations nationales ou selon le cas europeennes visant des

mesures pour diminuer I empreinte carbone de leurs economies y compris du fait

des activites menees a I etranger voir par example Bankovic et autres c Belgique

et autres dec [GC] no 52207 99 CEDH 2001 XII Ua§cu et autres c Moldova et

Russia [GC] no 48787 99 CEDH 2004 VII et M N et autres c Belgique [GC] dec

no 3599 18 5 mai 2020 7

2 Dans { affirmative les requerants peuvent ils etre consideres comme victimes

actuelles ou potentielles au sens de Particle 34 de la Convention tel qu interprete par

Hereinafter referred to as the Government or the Netherlands
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la Cour d une violation de I un des droits de la Convention invoques en I espece en

raison des emissions des gaz a effets de serre emanant des 33 Etats defendeurs

En particulier les requerants ont ils subi directement ou indirectement et

serieusement les consequences de I action insuffisante ou de i inaction alleguees des

Etats defendeurs pour atteindre la cibie de 1 5°C ci dessus mentionnee voir par

example Caron et autres c France dec no 48629 08 29 juin 2010 Cordelia et

autres c Itaiie nos 54414 13 et 54264 15 24janvier2019 etAiy Bernard et autres

et Greenpeace Luxembourg c Luxembourg dec no 29197 95 29 juin 1999

3 En cas de reponse affirmative a la question no 2 y a t il eu violation en i espece

des articles 2 3 et 8 de la Convention pris isolement et combines avec I article 14

ainsi qua de I article 1 du Protocole no 1 a la Convention

En particulier compte tenu de leur marge d appreciation dans le domaine de

I environnement les Etats defendeurs se sont ils acquittes des obligations qui leur

incombent en vertu des dispositions de la Convention invoquees lues a la lumiere

des dispositions et principes pertinents tels les principes de precaution et d equite

intergenerationnelle contenus dans le droit international de I environnement y

compris dans les traites internationaux auxqueis iis sont Parties notamment

en adoptant une reglementation appropriee et en i appUquant au moyen de

mesures adequates et suffisantes pour atteindre i objectif de contenir

I elevation de la temperature a 1 5°C voir par example Tatar c Roumanie

no 67021 01 §§ 109 et 120 27Janvier 2009 et Greenpeace E V et autres

c Allemagne dec no 18215 06 19 mai 2009 et

en faisant reposer leurs reglementations relatives a I attenuation du

changement climatique sur des enquetes et etudes appropriees assurant la

participation effective du public ainsi que prevu dans la Convention de

Aarhus de 1998 sur Faeces a Finformation la participation du public au

processus decisionnel et Faeces a la justice en matiere d environnement voir

par example Tatar c Roumanie no 67021 01 § 118 27Janvier 2009

4 By letter of 15 January 2021 the Government notified the Court that it does not see fit

to pursue a friendly settlement of the case The Government further requested the Court

to decide separately on the admissibility and merits of the case in accordance with Article

29 paragraph 1 of the Convention

5 By letter of 3 February 2021 the Court invited the Government to present the facts and

its observations concerning the admissibility and merits of the complaint

6 Before answering the Court s questions and addressing other issues with regard to the

admissibility and the merits of the application the Government will make a number of

4
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preliminary remarks as to the establishment of the facts in this case and the burden of

proof This is followed by the statement of facts

Preliminary remarks

7 The Government wishes to make a number of preliminary remarks having to do with the

establishment of the facts in the particular circumstances of the case and the burden of

proof

Establishment of the facts

8 The applicants are nationals of Portugal and reside in Portugal Apart from the question

of whether they are within the jurisdiction of the Netherlands for the purposes of Article

1 of the Convention which will be addressed below this raises difficulties with regard to

the establishment of the facts With respect to such difficulties the Government

distinguishes between the facts regarding the harmful consequences the applicants allege

that they have suffered themselves and the broader facts as presented by the applicants

with respect to climate change in general

9 With respect to the broader facts asserted by the applicants in respect of climate change

in general the Government will set out below what measures it has taken to combat

climate change It will further set out the relevant domestic legislation and regulations it

has adopted in this context and the international legal instruments it has become a party

to in relation to climate change in light of the global effort to combat climate change

10 With respect to the negative consequences of climate change that the applicants allegedly

suffer the Government notes that these relate to facts in or near their location of

residence i e in Portugal The Government is therefore not in a position to establish

the veracity of the facts as alleged by the applicants because they occur wholly outside

its territory The establishment of the facts is especially complicated in this case because

no domestic courts have ruled upon the facts or for that matter the legal issues as put

forward in the application Thus no recourse can be had to the facts as established by

domestic courts

11 It is worth noting that the Court s summary Objet de I affaire does not fully correspond

with the statements made by the applicants on a number of points For example none

of the applicants have claimed that they suffer or suffered from sleep disorders allergies

and breathing difficulties due to or during the forest fires but that the sleep disorders

are caused by high temperatures and that allergies and breathing difficulties can be

exacerbated by high temperatures
^

^
Annex 13 §§ 11 and 13 Annex 14 §§ 7 and 9 and Annex 15 §§ 8 9 to the application
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12 Nor have the first three applicants contrary to what is stated in the Court s summary

declared that they themselves have experienced difficulties growing vegetables and

collecting water from the well but that their grandparents farm has been affected by

drought Moreover the applicants allege that possible future droughts may interfere with

their ability to grow crops [ ] or source water ^

Burden of proof

13 Turning to the burden of proof the Government would point out that pursuant to the

Court s established case law as a general rule the burden of proof is not borne by one

or the other party because the Court examines all material before it irrespective of its

origin and because it can if necessary obtain material of its own motion ^ At the same

time the Court is sensitive to any potential evidentiary difficulties encountered by a

party
^ Thus if a party is unable to present evidence because it is wholly outside its

control the Court can take this into account in its findings Ultimately based on the

available evidence it is the Court that decides whether the facts can be established

beyond reasonable doubt ^

14 In so far as the broader facts with respect to climate change are concerned the

Government submits that the Court ought to take its ordinary approach to establishing

the facts and to dividing the burden of proof between the parties In so far as the

applicants argue that the burden of proof ought to be placed squarely on the

Government ^ this argument must be rejected in accordance with the general rule

formulated by the Court cited above that the burden of proof is not borne by one or

the other party
® This general rule in itself shows that any principle of law invoked by

the applicants in order to reverse the burden of proof does not have a basis in the Court s

case law Furthermore the applicants have not shown that such a principle exists under

the Convention system as their assertion is based on a dissenting opinion appended to

a judgment of the International Court of Justice not the European Court of Human

Rights In the judgment the International Court of Justice moreover did not make any

findings with respect to the asserted principle it is a dissenting opinion only
^ For the

same reason the applicants reliance on domestic law in this respect cannot lead to a

reversal of the burden of proof as it does not have a basis in the Convention system

^ Annex 13 to the application § 12

Merabishvili v Georgia [GC] no 72508 13 § 311 28 November 2017

5 ibid § 315

® ibid § 314
^ The applicants present this argument in §§ 26 ff of the Annex to the application
® Merabishvili v Georgia [GC] § 311
^ Oil Platforms Islamic Republic of Iran v United States of America Judgment I C J Reports 2003 p 161

Separate Opinion of Judge Simma
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